QuickWood System
Oscillating Brush Wheel
Model QN
Modular

• Modularly built
• Can be combined with QUICK Discs and make a very fine finish on even difficult items as MDF or dark stain on
difficult profiles
• Oscillating
• Rustic brushes
• Tynex for finish/sealer sanding
• Nylon + leather for wax polishing
• Natural fibres for cleaning
• Possible to make special brushes upon request
• Can be made more or less dense by removing/adding spacers.

QuickW
QN+QD for the ultimate finish and sealer
sanding
Because of many different jobs within the woodworking industry, we have made a modularly built
brush wheel which can be mounted with a lot of different brushes/sanding units for many different purposes.
Model QN is delivered as a red and a blue hub. The
brushes on these 2 hubs are staggered to obtain a
more uniform brushing/sanding. Further it is recommended to put a spacer between each hub to avoid
too compact brushes.
As standard the following brushes are available:
1. QN - Natural Brushes: A sisal brush for cleaning, maybe in connection with an anti-static ionization device.
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2. QN NYLON: For polishing of wax maybe combined with leather strips. Works equally well on
cold as well as on warm wax.
3. QN tynex fine (22 mils): For sealer sanding of difficult items, often stained. Available in grits
Universal, Medium, and Fine.
4. QN TYNEX Rustic: For rustic brushing of softwood. Only available in grit Coarse.
5. QN Steel twisted: for rustic effect on very hard
wood.
6. QN HR Steel Brushes: For brushing of hardwood to open the pores, whereupon the items are
sprayed with chalk or a colour to make the pores
stand out. Available in grit Coarse, Universal and
Fine.
7. With a combination of QN Tynex and QUICK
Discs you can make sealer sanding on very difficult items. This combination makes it possible to
get into profiles and make a good sanding without
destroying the profile or sanding through the
stain.
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8. QN Cloth: for very fine sanding with paste (QN
Tenax) and surface shining (QN Extraflex).
The QN hub is prepared for the two openings in the
plastic ring of the QUICK Discs to make them centre.

Wood cleaning with QN Tynex

Spreading and polishing wax on the surface with QN Sisal and Leather

Sanding of edges with QN + QD

Wood QN
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Rustic grooving of soft wood with QN Tynex

Rustic grooving of hard wood with QN Steel

Polishing wax with QN Cloth

